
Sandstone Sitting Meditating
Hanuman Statue for Outdoor
Temple 6 ft
Read More
SKU: 01721
Price: ₹200,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Hanuman Statue, Sandstone Hanumaan
Statue for Garden Landscaping, Sandstone Hanuman
Sculpture for Outdoor, Sandstone Hanuman Statue for
Home Decoration, Sandstone Hanuman Statue for
Temple Puja

Product Description

One of the eight immortals, the Chiranjeevi Hanuman who is better than the hero of
Ramayana? The sitting meditating Hanuman statue is an inspirational figure of
loyalty among citizens. Material: Sandstone / Red stone / Khondalite stone Height: 6 ft
(approx.) Dimension(HWL):  72 x 54 x 54 inch Position: Standing  On show; of the
meditating Hanuman statue

The statue of Lord Hanuman is seen meditating over a fully blossomed lotus pedestal.
Sitting in padmasana, palms crossed with one another facing up.
What an amazing piece of art, manufactured wisely and delicately by a skilled artist at his
best. Odisha is a state long known for its affinity to peace and serenity. Its rich cultural
heritage and legacy of architectural supremacy.

Hanuman: the son of air

He is said to be the Avatar of Lord Shiva. Admired as strength, devotion, and protection
against evil.
He is a devoted follower of Lord Rama and one of the immortals.
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He is physically stronger than Vajra, a boon given by Lord Indra.
”Hanu” means “Jaw” and “Man” means “disfigured”. Because Hanuman’s jaw was
disfigured by Lord Indra while he was trying to eat Sun thinking it is a fruit.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra.

Where and how to incorporate the garden statue of meditating Hanuman:

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south zone of your home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple or at your home.
Place it at the center of the garden or landscaping. to draw the eye and create interest in
the onlooker.
Place him at the turning of the landscape/park or garden for an aesthetic look.
 The effectiveness of the garden increases when you place him amid a sprouting fountain
or any water feature.
Making it a focal point by creating a pathway toward him.

Few benefits of the godly statue:

He evades the troubles of his devotee's life.
Lord Hanuman helps to overcome negative attitudes and induce courage in one's self.
He reduces the malicious effects of planet Shani.

How do you clean your garden statue:

For the cleaning, you need to douse the statue first with water either by using using a hose
or a bucket of water.
Rinse it off by using a soft cloth or sponge to detach the dirt and grime from the surface.
Verify if amass is cleaned completely, give it a final bathe and use a soft cloth to dry the
statue or let it air dry.
Taking care and cleaning the garden statues will keep them looking their best for years.
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Black Granite Muguni Stone
Blessing Hanuman Statue 4 ft
Read More
SKU: 01719
Price: ₹220,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Hanuman Statue, Black stone Hanuman
Sculpture for Home and Garden, Granite Stone
Hanuman Statue Manufactturer, Hanuman Idol, Muguni
Stone Hanuman Statue for Temple

Product Description

The son of Vayu(air), manifests wisdom and strength of power. The muguni stone
blessing Hanuman statue would be a great addition to any outdoor embellishment. 
Material: Blackstone / Granite stone Dimension(HWL):  48 x 24x 12 inch Position: Standing
Height: 4 ft (approx.) A representation of the Blessing Hanuman statue:

The statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a square pedestal.
Seen with his mace in his left hand while in the right he is blessing his devotee in Abhay
Mudra.
The statue is made from black stone Granite an indestructible material, resistant to all
weather. Crafted efficiently by the sculptor at their best.

Hanuman: The monkey god

He is said to be the Avatar of Lord Shiva, invincible and immortal.
An ardent devotee of Lord Ram.
He is the son of mother Anjana and father Kesari, widely famous as the son of the god of
wind.
He is widely admired for his daring, strength, and loyalty.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra.
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Tips to incorporate the Blessing Hanuman statue:

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south zone of your home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple or at your home.
A great place is to incorporate the statue at the end of paths, like a visual full stop.
 Make it a focal point by placing it at each turn in the direction, of the lawn, park, or
garden.
Surround the statue with boxwood wedges, making it a focal point of a garden.
Incorporating the garden statue near a water feature elevates the tranquil nature of the
garden.
Make the perfect contrast to the space, by planting some vibrant color flowers and plants
around it.

Boons once get by keeping the statue:

Lord Hanuman helps with critical problems and wards off evil spirits and negative energy.
Invite the divine protection of Lord Hanuman who removes obstacles in our venture of
lives.
Reduces the ill effects of planet  Shani.

Clean up tips for your garden statue:

Let's start by drenching the statue with water using a hose in gentle mode.
Next, scrub it by using a soft cloth or sponge to eliminate the dust and grime from the
garden statue.
Once the dirt is eliminated, spray with the hose again and use a soft cloth to dry the statue
or you can let it air dry.
Through the process, your statue will shine if you keep cleaning it twice a year.
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Black Granite Stone Standing
Blessing Hanuman Statue 5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01718
Price: ₹350,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Hanuman Statue, Black stone Hanuman
Sculpture for Home and Garden, Granite Stone
Hanuman Statue Manufactturer, Hanuman Idol, Muguni
Stone Hanuman Statue for Temple

Product Description

Nurture your inner idolatrous with the 5 ft Blessing Hanuman statue. A Stormy
character, powerful and full of energy character to adorn your outdoor habitat. 
Material: Blackstone / Granite stone Dimension(HWL):  60 x 30 x 16 inch Position: Standing
Height: 5 ft  On show; of the blessing Hanuman statue 

The statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a circular base substructure.
He is seen with his mace in one hand while the other hand he is seen blessing his devotee.
The statue is made from black stone Granite a sturdy and hardy material, resistant to all
weather. Carved very delicately by the sculptor at their best skill and efficiency.

Lord Hanuman: 

He is said to be the Avatar of Lord Shiva. Lord Hanuman is supremely powerful with great
physic.
A sincere devotee of Lord Ram and one of the immortals.
He is known for his daring, strength, and loyalty.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra.

Where and how to incorporate the statue:
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The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south zone of your home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple or at your home.
With some small flowering plants around the statue will look great in-home garden.
You can incorporate them at the end of the pathway, it would look ravishing.
A stepping stone that leads you towards your statue can be the focal point.
Use it near a water feature that will bring a calming elegance as well as a new dimension
to your garden.
Display it in garden nooks can be a great addition to your outdoor space.

Importance of keeping the godly statue:

As Lord Hanuman is a symbol of health and power, worshipping him or keeping a statute of
him will help you to overcome health issues.
Known as the greatest scholar, who excelled in all forms of knowledge. So his blessing will
help you to excel in your academics.
He is widely admired for evading Shani Dosha.

Clean up tips :

Begin with spraying the statue with water using a hose in gentle mode.
Rinse it off by using a soft cloth or sponge to wipe the dirt and grime from the statue.
Once the mass is eliminated, spray with the hose again and use a soft cloth to dry the
statue.
Taking care and cleaning the garden statues will keep them looking their best for years.
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Sandstone Pavan Putra
Hanuman Murti Holding Parvat 2
ft
Read More
SKU: 01450
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Anjaneya Stone Statue, Anjaneya Swami Stone
Idol, Bajarangbali Murti, Garden Stone Statue,
Hanuman Idol, Outdoor Stone Staue, Statue for Temple

Product Description

Earthy outdoor murti can coordinate well with almost any ambiance. This Pawan
Putra Hanuman murti holding Parvat showcases an elevated take on a simple and
solid concept for excellent longevity. Material: Sandstone /Red stone Height: 2 ft
(approx.) Dimension(HWL):  23 x 12 x 6 inch Position: Standing
An elaborate rundown of the glossy home garden statue:

The glossy statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a lotus plinth by stretching one leg
forward, the other back.
Heave his mace in his right hand, while a mountain on his left.
The deiform is built by the Odisha's craftsman where stone carving is widely famous for its
engrossing designs.

The great monkey god: Lord Hanuman

Lord Hanuman is believed to be the 11th Rudravatar of Lord Shiva, with enormous physical
and spiritual strength.
When Laxman(the younger brother of Lord Rama) was fatally wounded while battling
against Ravana's son Indrajit, a powerful life-restoring herb is Sanjivani that could heal him
was found in Dronagiri Parvat as recommended by Sushena, a physician.
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Lord Hanuman after arriving at the Dronagiri Parvat finds himself unable to identify which
herb it is, he lifts the entire Dronagiri Parvat with his left hand and back to Lanka.
Sushena then identifies and administers the herb and  Laxmana is saved and back to life.

Make an awe-inspiring decoration with the home garden statue of Hanuman:

Vaastu suggests that the south zone is the best place for installing the Lord Hanuman
statue.
Putting him at the entrance would bring you auspicious results.
Give your garden, park, and landscaping impressive outdoor embellishments.
The 2ft tall statue easily coordinates your living room and office room console, sideboard,
or any heightened table of your preference.
The temple of your home or any shrine could also be a welcoming choice for the saintly
image.
What can more be impressive than gifting a religious present for your loved ones?

Just not for decorating but there are several blessings associated with keeping the
statue:

Many critical problems get evaded from his grace and invite divine protection.
Lord Hanuman reduces the adverse effects of Planet Saturn.
Lord Hanuman himself is the courageous one, so he helps one to overcome internal fear
and fills the heart with courage and confidence.

Sponging and caring:

The sturdy material like sandstone can stand to any weather and age.
Wash the statue with clean water, or you can opt to simply wipe the surface with a piece of
cloth.
Periodic cleaning is enough to get rid of unwanted dirt and stains.
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Sandstone Standing Hanumaan
Ji Holding Hill Sculpture 4 ft
Read More
SKU: 01449
Price: ₹65,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Anjaneya Stone Statue, Anjaneya Swami Stone
Idol, Big Hanuman Statue, Garden Stone Statue,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for Temple

Product Description

"A friend to your decor and the environment" The earthy Hanuman holding hill adds
a rugged touch to any space with this artistic Sandstone sculpture. A bright idea that
you don't want to miss from renowned CRAFTS ODISHA. Material: Sandstone / Red
stone / Khondalite stone Height: 4 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL):  48 x 24 x 12 inch Position:
Standing Let's expound on the bravely decorative stone:

The statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing with one leg forward on an outcrop
foundation.
He is seen lifting his mace with his left hand and a mountain on his right.
The effigy is made by the craftsman of Odisha where stone carving is widely famous for its
intricate design.

Lord Hanuman: The loyal disciple of Lord Rama

The 11th Rudravatara of Lord Shiva is supremely courageous with a great body.
Once Laxman(younger brother of Lord Rama) was severely wounded while fighting against
Ravana's son Indrajit. A physician named Sushena suggests a herb named Sanjivani was
the only herb that could cure him, only be founded in Dronagiri Pravat.
Lord Hanuman flew to Dronagiri Pravat but was not able to pick out the exact herb so he
lifted the entire mountain and back to Lanka.
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The physician then recognizes the herb and Laxmana gets it back to life.

Do out the emblazon of your space with the decorative stone:

The ideal zone to place Hanuman sculpt is the "South" as per Vaastu.
You can worship the idol in shrines as well as the temple of your home.
You place it at the entrance of your home /office.
What could be more elegant for gifting your beloved on their special occasion!!

The boon and blessing by putting away the blest statue:

To overcome the marital and financial issues.
Reduces the adverse effects of planet Saturn.
Achieve success in life and career.
He is the source of immense strength and power, his blessings help to overcome trouble
and problems of any type.

Caution and safe-keeping:

Sandstone is hardy and weather-proof which made it easy for caring.
Clean the surface with a piece of cloth by not wiping harshly over the surface.
Clean it once in a while to keep the sculpt stand for ages.

Lord Hanuman Murti in
Sandstone 18 in
Read More
SKU: 01015
Price: ₹20,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
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Product Description

"Lord Hanuman Murti" is an amazing option for those on a budget with a minimalist
style. An ideal choice for those who want to infuse their decor into a traditional
manner. Material: Sandstone / Red stone Height: 1.5 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL):  17.5 x
10 x 4.5 inch Position: Standing
Explanans about home statue decor :

The brought texture of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a mountain semblance pedestal.
Lifting his mace with his right hand while a mountain on his left.
The graven image is contrived by  Odisha artisans where stone engraving is extensively
popular.

Hanuman: The supreme devotee of Lord Rama

Believe to be the incarnation of Lord Shiva, with whopping physical and spiritual strength.
When Laxman(younger brother of Lord Rama) was seriously hurt while battling against
Indrajit, & the only herb that could save his life was found in that Parvat as suggested by
Shushena a physician.
Lord Hanuman after reaching that mountain and unable to recognize the exact herb, lifted
the entire mountain (Drona Giri) and carried it to Lanka.
The physician then identifies the right herb and uses it successfully to bring Laxman back
to life.

Give your decor theme a fine-looking aesthetic:

According to Vaastu, the south zone is the auspicious place to lay the idol.
Put it on the console, sideboard, or any heightened table for a more artistic look in your
home or office.
You can bestowal your dear one on their birthday, anniversaries, or house warming
ceremony.

Favorableness one may reap by keeping the pious statue:

 Lord Hanuman is known for power and strength, one may get good health, and fight
illness from his blessings.
Lord Hanuman evades the adverse effects of Shani and all planetary doshas.
His blessing is enough for career growth and success in business.

Cleansing and sponging:
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Sandstone is studded material.
Efface the surface with a piece of cloth or brush smoothly.
Keep dusting it ever so often to keep the dirt away from the home statue decor.

Sandstone God Hanuman Ji
Statue 14 in
Read More
SKU: 01014
Price: ₹17,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

The earthy color and expressive detailing make this Hanuman Ji statue especially
artful. It's handcrafted by the skillful artificer of CRAFTS ODISHA to make a wide-
reaching positive impact wherever you place it.  Material: Sandstone / Red stone
Height: 15 inch (approx.) Dimension(HWL):  14 x 8 x 3 inch Position: Standing Let out the
structure of the stone sculptures:

The statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on an outcrop substructure.
He is seen lifting his mace with his right hand and a mountain on his left arm.
The effigy is made by the craftsman of Odisha where stone carving is widely famous for its
intricate design.

Hanuman: The courageous one

Believed to be an Avatar of Lord Shiva, supremely powerful with a great body.
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Here he is seen lifting the Dronagiri Parvat wholly and carrying to Lanka as he is not able
to hunt for the right herb.
Laxman(younger brother of Lord Rama) was severely injured while fighting against
Ravana's son Indrajit, and the only needed herb found and cure was in the Parvat.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra.

Some ideas to beautify your home: Placement and suggestion

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south zone of your home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple or at your home.
You place it on the console, sideboard, of your home or office.
A godly present for your loved one, on their birthday, anniversary, or home warming
ceremony.

Obtain the benefits by keeping the godly sculpture:

 Lord Hanuman symbolizes health and wisdom, worshipping him gives you innumerable
boons and blessings.
He wards off the ill effect of planet Shani, the people affected by Shani Dosha would get
benefitted by worshiping Lord Hanuman.
For people suffering from mental, health, and marital issues, Lord Hanuman gives boons to
overcome such problems in their life.

Clean up:

Sandstone is weather-resistant material that can stand to age.
Wipe the surface with a piece of cloth or brush by not rubbing it harshly.
Keep dusting it once in a while to keep the dirt at a bay from the stone sculptures.
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Soapstone Lord Hanuman
Sitting Idol 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00935
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Make an elegant statement with Lord Hanuman sitting idol, from your very own
Craftodisha. An artistic finish with a blissful setting. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone
Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3 x 1 inch Position: Sitting Elucidation of the  stone sculptures:

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus plinth.
The statue is seen gesturing in Abhay Mudra with one hand and carrying his mace with the
other.
The delightful sculpt is made by the efficient artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
widely famous for its intricate design.

Lord Hanuman: 

Believed to be an Avatar of Lord Shiva.
The meaning of the word "Hanuman" is  "Disfigured jaw",(Hanu means jaw, and man
means Disfigured).
Lord Hanuman is the personification of supremely strong, assertive, and intelligent.
Lord Hanuman is always portrayed kneeling with folded hands in front of Lord Rama in the
shrines of Lord Rama.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra in several parts of India.
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Placement ideas and suggestions  :

The idol should be placed in the south direction of home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
You place it on the console, sideboard, and reception desk of your home or office.
You can also place it on the study desk of your study room or office.
Don't give a second thought to presenting your loved one, at their special event.

Reap the utilities by keeping the statue :

Lord Hanuman alleviates all problems from life.
Also wards off the ill effect of planet Saturn, and keeps out all kinds of negative energies.
He bestows his devotee with strength, courage, and power.

Guidance  for cleaning of the stone sculptures:

The statue is made from substantial material like soapstone.
Its main advantages are its non-porous and shatter-resistant nature.
Take a soft cloth and wipe the surface of the statue.
Keep dusting it from time to time.

Soapstone Panchamukhi
Hanuman Standing Statue 4 in
Read More
SKU: 00934
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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The Panchamukhi Hanuman statue is an ideal option for a smaller space, with
multiple placement possibilities throughout the home.  Material: Soapstone / Pink
stone Dimension(HWL):  4.5 x 3 x 1 inch Position: Standing  Few concise about the
decorative stone:

The winsome statuette is standing on a lotus plinth.
The statuette has five heads in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and atop sky)
with 10 hands, holding many weapons like a Parasu, Khanda, Chakra, Daalam, Gada,
Trishula, Kumbha, Katar, and a plate full with blood.
The lovely idol is erected by the brilliant artisans of Odisha where stone engraving is
widely famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The exemplification of solidarity, fearlessness, and boldness

He took this five-faced Avatar to kill Ahiravana, a powerful demon king of Patal Lok.
He assumes these 5 faces to blow the 5 lamps at a time where the soul of the demon
rested.
The five-face consists of a monkey, a lion, a wild boar, an eagle, and a horse.
All the five heads are of faces Hayagriva(faces sky), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West).

Suggestion for placing the decorative stone perfectly:

Considering Vaastu, the Southwest zone is the best place to keep the sacred statuette.
You can worship it in the temple of your home, or office.
A beautiful knick-knack in your living room or office by placing it on the cupboard, cabin,
bookshelf, or atop of study or reception desk.
The car dashboard also is a recommended place to place the statuette.
A charming gifting option for your dear one, on their special occasion like birthday, house
warming, or marriage anniversary, etc.

Some of the benefits ones will get by keeping the sacred statuette:

The east-facing (Hanuman) protects devotees from problems caused by enemies.
The south-facing (Narasimha)removes all types of fear and sins and unfavorable
influencing spirits.
The west-facing (Garuda)removes all types of ailments, black magic, and negativities from
the devotee's life.
The North (Varaha) facing provides Astha-Aishwarya (wealth)
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And the sky-facing(Hayagriva) bestows devotees with knowledge, intelligence, and
goodwill.

Cleaning and dusting :

The non-porous nature of the soapstone makes the statuette more durable.
Remove the dirt and dust it by using a soft cloth over the surface without being harsh on it.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dust away from the decorative stone.

Soapstone Ashirvad Hanuman
Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00933
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Give your decor space an ornament of a lifetime with this Ashirwad Hanuman statue,
from the house of CRAFTS ODISHA and its brilliant artisans ensuring you a piece to
remember. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3 x 1.5 inch Position:
Sitting Description of the beautiful stone statuette: 

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus pedestal.
The statue is seen posing in Abhay Mudra with one hand while carrying his mace in
another.
The enchanting statue is made by the skilled artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
widely famous for its intricate design.
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Hanuman: The invincible and immortal

Believed to be an Avatar of Lord Shiva.
In Sanskrit Hanuman means "Disfigured jaw", the resemblance with a monkey appearance.
Lord Hanuman represents superhuman strength, devotion, and perseverance.
Lord Hanuman is always seen below the feet of Lord Rama in the shrines of Lord Rama.
Once every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of Chaitra, Hanuman Jayanti is
celebrated.

Placement ideas for the stone sculptures :

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south direction of home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
Amplify the console, sideboard, and reception desk of your home or office with the
adorable sculpt.
You can also place it on the study desk of your study room or office.
Gift your loved ones this adorable statuette at their special event.

Benefits of keeping the ardent devotee of Lord Rama:

 Lord himself symbolizes health and power, worshipping him gives you innumerable boons
and blessings.
He keeps the ill effect of planets away from his devotees.
His blessings help to excel in all walks of the devotee's life.
To overcome any complexity in life, Lord removes all the darkness and guides through the
righteous path in one's life.

Guidance  for dusting the stone sculptures:

Soapstone is a durable material from which the statue is made.
Its main advantages are its non-porous and shatter-proof nature.
For the cleaning of the statue, take a soft cloth and wipe the surface.
Keep dusting it periodically to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures.
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Standing Soapstone
Panchamukhi Hanuman Murti 6
in
Read More
SKU: 00931
Price: ₹7,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

The magnificent piece from CRAFTS ODISHA the "Panchamukhi Hanuman murti" is a
perfect accent piece with an affordable price range to bring your home. The white
furbish body would fit well with any interior style and any decoration theme of your
choice. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6.2 x 3.2 x 1.2 inch Position:
Standing  Few concise about the stone sculptures:

The artful effigy is standing on a lotus carved plinth.
The statue has five heads in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with 10
hands, holding many weapons like a Parasu, Khanda, Chakra, Daalam, Gada, Trishula,
Kumbha, Katar, and a plate full with blood.
The impressive graven image is put up by the skillful artificers of Odisha where stone
engraving is widely famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: A model for all human devotion

He took this Avatar to kill Ahiravana, a powerful demon.
The five-faced of Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a monkey, lion, a wild boar, an eagle,
and a horse. Pancha Mukhi Hanuman is known as the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman
and Lord Vishnu.
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All the five heads are of faces Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
The five faces represent five forms of prayer, Naman, Smaran, Keerthanam, Yachanam,
Arpanam.

Few tips  and directions for placing the stone sculptures:

The Pancha Mukhi Idol of Lord should always be placed in the southwest direction of your
preferred area of home or office.
Make use of the sculpt for worship in the temple of your home, or office.
Intensify the décor of your living room or office by keeping this on the mantle, console, or
sideboard.
Great for gifting purposes for your dear one, on their special occasion of birthday, house
warming, or marriage anniversary.

The usefulness of keeping the reverent statue:

The east-facing protects devotees from problems caused by enemies.
The south-facing removes all types of fear and sins and unfavorable influencing spirits.
The west-facing removes all types of ailments, black magic, and negativities from
devotees' lives.
The North facing provides Astha-Aishwarya(wealth).
And the upward-facing bestows devotees with knowledge, intelligence, and goodwill.

Cleaning techniques and suggestions:

The religious image is made from soapstone.
Its non-porous and shatter-proof nature makes it indestructible.
expunge the dirt and dust using a soft cloth over the surface without scrubbing.
Keep dusting it erratically to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.
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Standing Panchamukhi
Hanuman Soapstone Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00929
Price: ₹7,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

 Soapstone statues blend easily with their surroundings,  like this "6 inch
Panchamukhi Hanuman statue" which is designed to coordinate any home decoration
theme. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3 x 1.5 inch Position:
StandingLet's look over the stone sculptures:

The esthetic effigy is standing over a lotus substructure.
The statue has five heads in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with 10
hands, holding many weapons like a Parasu, Khanda, Chakra, Daalam, Gada, Trishula,
Kumbha, Katar, and a plate full with blood.
The impressive figure is built by the skillful artificers of Odisha where stone engraving is
globally famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The supreme devotee of Lord Rama

He took this Panchamukhi Avatar to kill Ahiravana, a powerful demon of Patal Lok.
The five-faced of Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a monkey, lion, a wild boar, an eagle,
and a horse. Pancha Mukhi Hanuman is the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman and Lord
Vishnu.
All the five heads are of faces Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
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incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
The five faces represent five forms of prayer, Naman, Smaran, Keerthanam, Yachanam,
Arpanam.

Tips to place the stone sculptures :

The Pancha Mukhi Idol of Lord should always be placed in the southwest direction of your
desired area of home or office.
You can set him for worship in the temple of your home, or office.
Embellish the decor of your living room or office by keeping this on the mantle, console, or
sideboard.
An auspicious gifting option to present your dear one, on their birthday, house warming, or
marriage anniversary, etc.

Some efficacy of keeping the godly statue at your home:

The east-facing Head (Hanuman)protects devotees from problems caused by enemies.
The south-facing head (Narasimha) removes all types of fear and sins and unfavorable
influences spirits.
The west-facing head (Garuda) removes all types of ailments, black magic, and
negativities from devotees' life.
The North  facing head (Varaha) provides Astha-Aishwarya(wealth)
And the upward-facing (Hayagriva) bestows devotees with knowledge, intelligence, and
goodwill.

 Suggestions for keeping the statue clean and dirt-free:

The delighted sculpture is made from Pinkstone material.
The non-porous and shatter-proof nature of the material makes it enduring.
Efface the dirt and dust from the sculpt by using a soft cloth over the surface without
scrubbing.
Keep dusting it periodically to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.
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Panchamukhi Soapstone
Hanuman Statue 8 in
Read More
SKU: 00926
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Want to give your living room a religious ambiance, which can easily reposition, then
CRAFTS ODISHA is here to be in the service of your concern. The Panchamukhi
Hanuman statue is enough to compliment your decor from every angle. Material:
Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  8.5 x 6 x 2.5 inch Position: Standing  Explanation
of the artful stone sculptures:

The towering statue is seen standing on a lotus pedestal.
The statue has five faces in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with 10
hands equipped with many weapons like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, and sword.
The captivating art object is built by the skillful artificer of Odisha where stone engraving is
widely famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The divine aura of invincible strength

The five-faced  Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha. Pancha Mukhi Hanuman is known as the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman and
Lord Vishnu.
All the five heads are that of Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
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The five faces depict five forms of prayer, Naman, Smaran, Keerthanam, Yachanam,
Arpanam.

Decorative ideas and direction of  placing the stone sculptures:

The Pancha Mukhi Idol of Lord should always be placed in the southwest direction.
You can use it to worship in the temple of your home, or office.
You can amplify the décor of your living room or office by keeping this on the table,
mantle, console, or sideboard.
A godly gift for your loved one, on their special occasion of birthday, home warming, or
marriage anniversary, etc.

Advantages one may heave by keeping the devout statue:

The five-faced idol of Lord Hanuman fight off evil energy and that households don't suffer
any problem.
Considering Vaastu, all Vaastu dosha gets destroyed with his grace.
The five-faced idol not only relief from various disease also remove all planetary dosha.
Also, increase in wealth, fear vanishes, and enemies are conquered.

Cleaning techniques: 

The religious idol is made from soapstone.
Its non-porous and shatter-proof nature makes it everlasting.
Wipe the dirt and dust using a soft cloth without scrubbing.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.
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Standing Lord Hanuman
sandstone statue 38 inch

This standing Hanuman murti is made of
sandstone.
Beautifully carved by stone carving artisans from
Odisha
Dimension (H x W x L) : 38 in x 16 in x 10 in
This Sandstone statue can be used for both
interior and outdoor decoration or puja.
This Lord Hanuman sculpture will be packed in a
wooden crate.

Read More
SKU: 00605
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description
Lord Hanuman is the best example of pure devotion and love. He is said to be the greatest
devotee of Lord Rama. He is an epitome of great strength, power, dedication, loyalty, and love.
His selfless love for Lord Rama even turned him immortal for ages. This blissful statue of Lord
Hanuman has his one hand raised to bless the mortal mass and other hand bearing the durable
weapon Gadda. Bring this perfectly sculpted stone sculpture by the skilled artisans of Odisha.
So grab this amazing statuette for your office or for gifting purpose from CRAFTS ODISHA at a
very affordable price.
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Sandstone standing Lord
Hanumaan statue 42 inch
Read More
SKU: 00604
Price: ₹45,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description
Lord Hanuman is the best example of pure devotion and love. He is said to be the greatest
devotee of Lord Rama. He is an epitome of great strength, power, dedication, loyalty, and love.
The precision of the statuette and the skillful sculpting reminds us of the skill prevailing in
Odisha. This blissful statue of Lord Hanuman has his one hand raised to bless the mortal mass
and other hand bearing the durable weapon Gadda. So grab this amazing statuette for your
office or for gifting purpose from crafts Odisha at a very affordable price.
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Rough Weathered Black
Polished Greenstone Hanuman
Statue 7 in
Read More
SKU: 01047
Price: ₹5,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues

Product Description

A creatively scriptural way to add some rough weathered accent piece that would fit
well in any interior style. The black stone Hanuman statue is a wonderfully unique
option to complete your decor without breaking your budget. Material: Green stone
Dimension(HWL):  7 x 3.5 x 2 inch
Height: 7 inch Position: Sitting A glance at the one-off home decor:

The inimitable statue is seen sitting on a lotus plinth, a chhatri over his head.
 Holding Vedas in both hands in Padmasana Mudra.
The unequaled effigy was the creation of the sure-handed artisan of Odisha.

Hanuman: The biggest devotee of Lord Rama

Believed to be an 11th Rudra Avatar of Lord Shiva. Immensely courageous and powerful.
In Sanskrit Hanuman means "Disfigured jaw", which he broke after falling into the ground
by the Vajra of Lord Indra while attempting to grab Sun mistaking it as a fruit.
Lord Hanuman is always seen below the feet of Lord Rama in almost every shrine of Lord
Rama.
Once every year on Chaitra Purnima, Hanuman Jayanti is observed and celebrated.

Some approaches to superpose the special home decor  :
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Taking into account the "Vaastu" statue of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the South
zone.
You can make worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
It will fancify your living room and office by putting it on the sideboard, console, glass
cabin, and bookshelf.
You can also place it on the study/reception desk of your office.
A sainted gift to present someone at their special event.

Apart from an element of decor, it has a significant stroke of luck:

It eradicates Vaastu effects and negative energy from its surrounding by transmitting
positive energy into the house.
Lord Hanuman protects one from the ill-energy of planet Saturn.
It helps you to enjoy material desire and increases familiar peace.

Ways to clean the auspicious stone sculptures:

Greenstone is alluring to display the art of sculpture.
Hold a piece of cloth and run through the surface gently.
Repeat the procedure now and then to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures

Large Hanuman Statue Standing
Sandstone 6 feet
Read More
SKU: 01817
Price: ₹150,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Soapstone Hanuman in Ashirbad
Position Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00927
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Make the eyes of your guest glued to your decor of the Hanuman Ashirwad position
statue, which mimics the beauty with its simple and stunning glossy surface.
Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3 x 1.5 inch Position: Sitting
Description of the  stone sculptures:

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus foundation.
The statue is seen gesturing fearlessly with one hand and carrying his mace with the other.
The enchanting sculpt is made by the artificer of Odisha where stone carving is widely
famous for its intricate design.

Hanuman: The personification of dedication and devotion

Believed to be an Avatar of Lord Shiva.
In Sanskrit Hanuman means "Disfigured jaw",(Hanu means jaw, and man means
prominent).
Lord Hanuman represents superhuman strength, intelligence, and wisdom.
Lord Hanuman is always portrayed kneeling with folded hands in front of Lord Rama in the
shrines of Lord Rama.
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Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra.

Placement ideas and suggestions for the stone sculptures :

The idol should be placed in the south direction of home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
You place it on the console, sideboard, and reception desk of your home or office.
You can also place it on the study desk of your study room or office.
Don't give a second thought to presenting your loved one at their special event.

You can reap the benefits by keeping the statue :

 Lord Hanuman symbolizes health and power, worshipping him gives you innumerable
boons and blessings.
He wards off the ill effect of planets from his devotee's life.
He bestows in all walks of the devotee's life.
Lord removes all the darkness and difficulties and guides devotees to move in the
righteous path.

Guidance for cleaning  the stone sculptures:

The statue is made from resistant material like soapstone.
Its main advantages are its non-porous and shatter-resistant nature.
For cleaning, take a soft cloth and wipe the surface.
Keep dusting it occasionally to keep the dirt away from the surface stone sculptures.
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Panchamukhi Soapstone
Hanuman Sculpture 15 in
Read More
SKU: 00925
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Panchamukhi Hanuman sculpture is expertly crafted for the sophisticated living
room, with lightweight appeal and a more economical price tag. 
Material: Soapstone / Pink stone
Height: 15 inch (approx.)
Dimension(HWL):  15 x 8.5 x 4.5 inch
Position: Sitting
Concise particulars of the home decor:

Here the supreme deity is seen bending on his knees on a two-layer substructure.
The idol has five faces in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and overhead) with
10 hands armored with many weapons like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, sword, etc.
The bewitching sculpture is built by the skillful artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
widely famous for its complex design.

Panchamukhi Hanuman: The powerful form of the Anjaneya

The Panchamukhi  Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha. Pancha Mukhi Hanuman is known as the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman and
Lord Vishnu.
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All the five heads are that of Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
In this special Avatara Lord Hanuman extinguish all the five lamps by turning his five faces
in a different direction and succeeded in killing a demon named Ahiravan, whose life
rested on the lamps.
Being the son of Vaayu, Lord Hanuman represents strength and energy.

Give your ambiance a fancy touch with the home decor:

It is best o kept the statue in the South zone according to Vaastu.
The sacred statue can be devoted to worship in the temple of your home, or office.
Give your decor a flashy look by placing it on a heightened table, mantle, console, or
sideboard.
A religious present for your loved one, on their birthday, house warming, or anniversary,
etc.

The positiveness of the captivating statue:

The negative energy coming into the house gets fades.
Vaastu dosha gets destroyed with his mere grace.
He protects one from the evil effects of planet Saturn.
Putting a Panchamukhi statue at the entrance, evil spirits do not come into the house.

Cleaning method and tips:

The religious idol is made from soapstone which is non-porous and shatter-proof making it
hardy.
Remove the dirt over the surface of the statue by buffing it thoroughly.
Keep dusting it now and then to rid of the dust from the home decor.
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